A NEW PRESCRIPTION

TECTORIC CHANGES IN THE US GENERIC DRUGS MARKET IS CAUSING INDIAN PHARMA'S STRATEGIES AS WELL
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When the world’s best-selling drug goes off patent, you know it’s big news for pharma companies everywhere. At Ranbaxy, India, though, the drama was magnified. For three years, it had been wrangling with the US Food and Drug Administration over charges of falsified data and quality issues.

And as the deadline for the expiry of Pfizer’s Lipitor patent neared, the Indian company was no closer to getting approval for its generic version of the cholesterol-lowering drug. The approval came in early November 2011, dangerously close to the November 30 deadline. Even then the suspense continued with the FDA announcing its approval, withdrawing it and then announcing the go-ahead once again. Still, Ranbaxy did become the first to launch a generic version of Lipitor. As the first company to have successfully challenged the Pfizer patent, the company held the privileged first-to-file (FTF)status, giving it the right to market its copycat version exclusively for 180 days (the only competition during this period was the original innovator product).

But, really, was it worth all the tension and effort? The original brand-name drug retailed for about $165 for a 30-day supply (less in the case of insurance co-payments) but generic versions sold for about 70% less. When the exclusivity period ended on May 29, eight firms were already prepared to enter the market with their own versions of the drug, and prices are now down 90%. It hasn’t helped that Pfizer has been on a marketing offensive for Lipitor, offering insurance discounts to persuade insurers and patients to not switch to generic substitutes.

It’s not just Lipitor and its copycats, all generic drugs bear the brunt of steep price erosion, especially in the competitive American market. And Indian pharma companies, which get a significant share of their revenues from selling generic drugs to the US (see Economist, June 25), know that all too well. Which is why they’re changing the way they operate and sell off-patent drugs globally.

CHANGING DYNAMICS

Until recently, the most important numbers in Indian pharma weren’t top-line and bottom-line but the number of abbreviated new drug application (ANDA) filings and approvals. ANDA is a mandatory submission to the US FDA by any generic drug company looking to market its reverse-engineered version of a branded drug that’s going off patent. And companies took pride in citing their ANDAs at investor meets. The strategy was about building scale — that is, growing one’s portfolio by launching as many generics as possible and being among the first few to enter the market. Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories (DLB), managing director and chief operating officer Satish Reddy explains the rationale, “When we started out in the US, the three big days of the generics game [Teva, Mylan and Watson] had a huge portfolio of our top products. We only had a few days. Playing the scale game was the only way out for us.” That was a decade ago. Now, the focus at all pharma companies (not just DLB) seems to be switching from scale play to scale-plus-done play, where building a different-
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When the provision was diluted allowing more than one generic drug company to enjoy 180-day exclusivity, provided they filed their ANDAs the same day. As the spoils are shared under this 'shared exclusivity', returns are proportionately lower. Plus, each generic maker seeking PFT takes on huge spends (of up to $20 million) in patent challenge litigation.

And finally, the conventional pharma business model itself is changing — the line is starting to blur between innovator companies and generic drugmakers. The past two years have seen a number of mergers, acquisitions and alliances that are narrowing the distance between these conventionally separate business models. The result: a new playing field.

**NOTHING ORDINARY ABOUT THIS**

In the last five years, Indian generics players grew their sales almost entirely by focusing on building a generics pipeline and then scaling up. RDL, for example, grew its US baseline business (that is, excluding one-off windfalls like PFT exclusivity and authorised generics) from less than $30 million five years ago to more than $400 million last year.

But while the Indians were busy doing so, the four global biggies (Teva, Sandor, Mylan and Watson)
leaped ahead in the US market through acquisitions, building up a differentiated portfolio that includ-
ed plain vanilla products, branded generic and super generic drugs (see: The Four Musketeers). Unlike plain vanilla generics, which are clones of the original drug and are sold by their chemical names, branded generic drugs have a brand identity. An example is Lupin’s Lupax, a branded generic equivalent of antibiotic Cefixime. While Suneva has a distinct brand identity, its vanilla generic equivalents sell as Cefixime, with little to distinguish among themselves. Super generics (or proprietary generics), on the other hand, differ from the original innovator product either in formulation or dosage mode. These products typically involve time-consuming clinical trials and additional approvals by the drug regulator before they can be commercially launched, unlike plain vanilla generics that take up 18-24 months for development and cost $1-2 million.

But global generic players have recognised much in advance there are no short-cuts to take them to the next level. Since selling branded generics also requires companies to promote their products through sustained interactions with healthcare providers and physicians, apart from, of course, building relationships with distributors and wholesalers in the US, they have also been stepping up their cost with distributors. By expanding their global footprint and building a portfolio of high-barrier-to-enter generic products, the big guns of the generic drug world managed to not just increase sales substantially, but also de-risk their businesses. “To compete with the global generic players you can’t play the scale game anymore. Creating value-added products is essential to differentiate yourself in the marketplace,” says Reddy. Differentiated products can either be difficult-to-manufacture generic drugs or products that require a complex technology platform for development. Obviously, these offer better profit margins than plain vanilla generics — in fact, Lupin’s Swaminathan says that it may even give companies the opportu-
nity to increase prices, especially when new dosage versions are launched. For example, syrups are usually priced higher than tablets. Same is the case with paediatric dosages. “Margins vary from product to product,” he says, refusing to share absolute numbers.

Although moving up the generics value chain holds promise of rich dividends, it also entails high risk. Typically, it requires larger up-front investments, both to develop a product and to build capabilities. In addition, selecting the right product is critical. In plain vanilla generics, one does everything that others are doing.

SEEKING COMPLEXITY
Indian companies are now heading in the same direction as their global generics peers. “Companies will start adding differentiated products bit by bit, depending on risk appetite and cash pile,” says the spokesperson of Mumbai-headquartered Sun Pharmaceuticals. Sun’s pipeline for the US is a mix of simple generic filings and complex products like injectables and sprays and a few patent challenges.

One example of a differentiated product from Lupin’s stable is furo-
diparinum sodium, the generic equivalent of GlaxoSmithKline’s Arixtra, which is used to prevent deep vein thrombosis (a potentially fatal blood clot in a deep vein in the body) in people undergoing hip or knee surgery. The patent expired in 2003, but until last year there was no generic version in the market because of the complex technology involved (it requires 14 chemical processes). By collaborat-
ing with Australian biotech firm
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Even though moving up the generics value chain is rewarding, it requires larger upfront investments, both to develop a product and to build capabilities

Alchemia, which had a patented process technology to develop this product, DMR, managed to formulate the drug and scale it. The whole process, from development to filing for regulatory approvals and commercial launch took the Indian company about five to six years. Apart from limited competition products, DMR, Reddy says the company also plans to look at super generics and biosimilars opportunities going forward. Biosimilars are generic equivalents of biotech drugs (examples include insulin, growth hormones and interferons). Reddy says his company's portfolio currently comprises mostly plain vanilla products with probably one or two differentiated products (like fondaparinux sodium), but insists this will increase in the coming years. He, however, refuses to share further details, saying it is competitive information.

Lupin's Suprox is the poster boy of Indian pharma's branded story, in the US. Initially sold by Wyeth, it was pulled off the market by the innovator on patent expiry in 2003. Lupin acquired this drug and re-launched it subsequently. Today, the branded generic product has annual sales of $70 million. Propped by this success as well as the favourable initial responses to three of its other branded products in the US (cholesterol-regulating drug Antara, AceChamber Plus used in the treatment of asthma and Alle-Naze for allergic rhinitis), Lupin plans to accelerate its branded generics story. So far, the company has taken the inorganic route to build its branded generics portfolio, though the company is mulling on the amount of money it coughed up to acquire these branded products, news agencies have put the single strength dosage of Suprox to healthcare providers in the US. It then added a double strength, followed by chewable tablets and, finally, drops. "These different variations have increased the utility of our product, which now reaches out to a much larger patient population," says Swaminathan. Suprox started off as a paediatric medicine but today finds usage in other therapeutic areas like urinary tract infection and respiratory diseases.

Apart from four or five branded generics in its US portfolio, courtesy its subsidiary Taro (acquired in 2007), Sun Pharmaceuticals wants to stand out from the crowd by focusing on technology differentiation (like sustained release or extended release systems) and complex products (like the formulation of controlled substances). Its portfolio includes technologies like bio-degradable injections/plants (helps reduce patient trauma and pain), gastro-retentive devices (for retention in the stomach beyond eight hours) and dry powder inhalers (aids delivery of drugs to the lungs). "We select drugs that are difficult to make and use our drug delivery platforms to ensure our margins stay protected even with the entry of other generic players," says the company spokesperson. Sun is believed to have one of the highest profit margins among Indian pharma so far as the US business is concerned. Overall profit margins (at the company level) are in excess of 40%, but a break-up by geography is not available. These are early days, so there's a lot of buzz around value creation and being different. But whether companies actually follow up on this initial excitement and go beyond baby-steps in developing a differentiated portfolio is anybody's guess. One thing is clear — they can't hope to retain their historical growth rates if they continue with business as usual.